2020 KO2M REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS
Preface: We have increased the number of shooters we can accept but space is very
limited. Ultimately we want the best competition possible and that means selecting applicants based upon
merit. The only people that have guaranteed spots are shooters that made the finals last year. Preference will
be given based upon a ranking structure that incorporates results from every ELR match we can get records
form and the vast majority of shooters will be accepted based upon the ranking alone. A very few shooters
that are involved with developing equipment with an ELR focus will be accepted so they can get first hand
exposure and use that experience to develop their equipment further. This ranking will be updated at the end
of the registration period and it will be released at that time. This is an unforgiving competition and if you have
not shot an ELR match before, you will not be accepted. We know that a lot of people want to come shoot but
when it came to a choice between a larger match and a smaller and better match, we chose quality over
volume.
Match Fees: The cost of registration for FCSA members is $200. Non-FCSA members must join and that is
an additional cost of $55. You do not have to be a member to send in a registration form and spotters do not
have to be members.
Do not call Karen. She has nothing to do with the initial registration. Karen does not know who is on the list or
can put anyone on the list. Karen will be handling the registration money only. All things to do with the match,
the list, and registration and waiver forms will be handled by the committee. Don’t call Karen.
Each shooter must send in their own registration form. We realize that many people will be registering as
teams but we need verified addresses for everyone. You can electronically fill in the form or print it, fill it out
and then scan it as a Pdf. If you absolutely must, you can send in a picture of your form so long as it is then
mailed with payment should you get a match spot.
Once registration opens at 12:00 am UTC on Tuesday 10th March, forms , filled in totally, may be sent
to ko2m@fcsa.org Once we get your email, we will reply with a received notification. If you don’t get a reply
within a day or two you should assume that we did not actually receive your application and verify that it was
sent to the correct address. Registration will close at 12:00 am UTC 31 March and we will contact those
shooters who made the shooters list and the standby list within 7 days. If you don’t get an email, contact us.
Things do get lost in the ether… If you make the shooters list, you will be contacted by email with instructions
about payment of match fees.
Once notified of acceptance, you have 7 days to send in your payment. If you fail to send in your
payment, you will be dropped off the list and your slot will go to the next shooter on the standby list. If you can’t
make the match and have to cancel, your money will be refunded provided you cancel at least 30 days out.
After that, you only get a refund if we are able to get someone off the standby list to replace you. If you cancel,
your slot will then go to the next person on the list. You don’t own your slot, so you can’t give it to another
shooter. If someone shows up at the match saying they are shooting for you, they will be turned away.
Standby List: Last year about a fifth of the shooters on the standby list were offered a cancelled slot in the
match. No promises this year, we are just saying that a lot of shooters cancelled last year and it is always
worth sending us an application even if you think your chances of getting accepted are slim. We will keep you
updated on where you are on the standby list and notify you if you are cleared. If you are not cleared and
show up at the match hoping to get a spot at the last second, you won’t. There will be no walk on shooters no
matter how much begging or bribery attempts we have to shrug off.
Spotters who are not going to shoot do not need to send in registration forms! We also remind all teams
that spotters can only spot for one shooter and this is the reason of asking their names in advance. If there
are questions on any of this, please contact us at Ko2M@FCSA.org

